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The camera light Lux-dv “by bebob” in connection with our converter
Coco-dvl is an optimal solution for a mini-dv camcorder. Thanks to
modern materials the weight of Lux-dv is less than 250g with the two
barndoors, one dichroic filter and power cable.
The Lux-dv offer the equally practical details as our broadcasting
camera light Lux:

The barndoor system (incl. the dichroic filter) will mount on to the
body of the light through a bayonet connection.
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The built-in Bulb-Ejector pushes the bulb out of the housing – it is
very easy and quite safe to change the bulb even if the lamp is hot.

Additionally the Lux-dv has unique disposable Softstart® electronics,
which suppress the start-up peak at the light, thereby meaning it
possible to use higher wattage bulbs – 20W.

With the new mounting clip it is possible to fix the light to all common
Camera models like Sony, Panasonic, Canon und JVC.

For using the light with a battery belt, the Lux-dv is available with a
4pin-XLR cable. In this case you may use 10 W up to 50 W bulbs.

When using our Coco-dvl please use only 10W or 20W bulbs.

Order Number (Parts group 760-1500)

LUX-DV Lux-dv incl. D-Tap cable
LUX-DV-XLR90 Lux-dv incl. 90cm 4pin-XLR cable
LUX-FT-DV 2 Barndoors with 1 dichroic filter (5600°K)

Order Number (Parts group 705-0000)

COCO-DVL Click-On 7,2V to 12V converter for Sony NPF
batteries

Order Number (Parts group 105-0000)

LUCO-DVL-PACK Coco-dvl + Lux-dv incl. barndoor and bulb


